
What do you get if you cross a geologist, psychologist, 

hypnotherapist, author, poet, musician, mystic, theologist, 

counsellor, thaumaturgist and mind reader? 

Dr Alan Jones PhD 

Mind Coach and Change Wizard! 

 

 “Alan is a real wizard - he will 

transform the way you perceive 

reality” 

Jeff Mcbride Las Vegas Magician 

The use of NLP, combined with his 

magical skills, captured the 

audience and made a very 

memorable and enjoyable kick 

start to the meeting. Furthermore, 

Alan was able to adapt his skills set 

to align his presentation and 

audience engagement with our 

sales message. 

Patrick Johnson Xerox UK 

Wizardry - Engaging in creative, critical and playful 

thinking which leads to an exploration of possibilities 

thus provoking and promoting personal and 

organizational change... 

Presentations for 2017 

You Are Amazing!  

A fun, enlightening look at how we make sense of the world and just how amazing our 

brains are. Suitable for Ages 15 – 99 – a mix of mind-science, mind magic and motivation. 

Includes discussion of self-limiting beliefs and motivation. 

It’s Not What You Say. 

An entertaining look at non-verbal communication. Why the 7% Words, 35% Tone of Voice 

and 58% Body Language adage is wrong Developed for Sales Teams and Business 

Professionals. It can be tailored to any specific industry. Contains practical information and 

techniques to improve inter-personal communication skills. 

Confessions of a Psychic Explorer 

A challenging look at the nature of subjective experience and why research into the 

paranormal is so problematic. Developed for Spiritual, Skeptic and New Age audiences it is 

a fun, engaging exploration of the difference between objective and subjective 

experience. What is reality anyway? 

The following themes feature in ALL presentations : HUMAN POTENTIAL, MOTIVATION, MANAGING 

CHANGE, SELF-LEADERSHIP, COMMUNICATION SKILLS, CREATIVITY and THINKING SKILLS – real WIZARDRY! 

www.alanjonesmindcoach.com  : alanjonesNLP@gmail.com : 07714 323 934 

http://www.alanjonesmindcoach.com/
mailto:alanjonesNLP@gmail.com

